Aims
Safety is so Last Century

Explore History & Current Best Practice
Through a slightly different lens
Anthropology, Sociology, Psychology

AOSH December 2016

Pose a key question:
Are we still simply Avoiding Adversity or
are we Truly Twenty First Century?

Presented by Paul Bizzell
RyderMarsh OCAID

Safety System Evolution
• Basic rules and regulations (1802-1960)
• Classic Health & Safety (2nd half 20th Century)

From Zero to Classic Safety

– Procedures & Training
– Audits & Compliance
– Certificates & Awards

• Behavioural Safety (Around turn of Century)

Through Legislation & Systems

– Focus on People & Behaviours

• Cultural Safety® (Current Best Practice)
– Focus on Drivers of Behaviour

History to Classic Safety
Indifference
Hardware/Engineering (Early legislation focus)

Software/Systems (Classic H&S)

From Classic Safety to
Behaviour

Incidents

Via Deming & Heinrich
Time

Continuous
Improvement
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Guiding Principles
Deming’s
14 Principles
of
Management

1. Adopt a new philosophy – we are in a
new economic age, management
must awaken to the challenge, learn
their responsibilities and take on
leadership for change.

Remixed and Improved? !

Necessary, but not Sufficient!
6: Institute training on the job.
13: Institute a vigorous programme
of education and selfimprovement.

History and The Safety Wave
Indifference
Hardware/Engineering (Early legislation focus)

Software/Systems (Classic H&S)
Incidents

People
(Turn of Century)

- Are the trainers trained?
Time

Continuous
Improvement

Accidents, Behaviours and Causes

From Individuals to
Organisation
Through Lewin & McGregor
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• 90% of all accidents are
caused by Human Failure
(Heinrich, 1950s)

12: Remove barriers that rob the
hourly worker of his right to pride of
workmanship.
Ownership
14: Put everybody in the company to
work to accomplish the
transformation. The transformation is
everybody’s job. Ownership

Classic Safety Culture Development Model
Generative
Proactive
Calculative

Reactive
Pathological

3: Cease dependence on
inspection to achieve quality,
(Being Reactive) eliminate the
need for inspection on a mass
basis by building quality into
the product in the first place.
(Be Proactive)

Measures and Indicators

Safety is how the company runs its business,
possesses a healthy safety paranoia
Safety managed with workforce involvement
and lead indicators
Safety is managed on the basis of procedures
& documentation and uses trailing indicators
Safety an issue once an accident has
occurred
Safety, something that prevents the company
doing business. Do not get caught!
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8: Drive out fear so that everyone may
work effectively and efficiently.
10: Eliminate slogans and targets for the
workforce asking for zero defects and
new levels of productivity. These only
create adversarial relationships.
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8: Drive out fear so that everyone may
work effectively and efficiently.
10: Eliminate slogans and targets for the
workforce asking for zero defects and
new levels of productivity. These only
create adversarial relationships.

Heinrich’s Triangle Updated
Fatal

The Assent of Man(ager)?
19

Theory X - The Path to Extinction?

Management
Responsibilities

Safety

Environment

Management

Quality

Productivity

Finance

Wellbeing

Doyouthinkhesaurus

The rise of the Dinosaurs?

Where are We Focused?
Fatal
Major
LTI’s

Minor
Medical Treatment cases

Near- Miss

How Much Are
We Missing ?

Unsafe
Behv’s

23
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Theory Y - Show the Path

Accidents, Behaviours and Causes

Rituals

• 90% of all accidents are caused by
Human Failure (Heinrich, 1950s)
True…. BUT
• B = ƒ(P,E) - Behaviour is a Function
of Person & Environment (Lewin
1936)
26

Human Factors

Ergonomics

HUMAN FACTORS

Ergonomics
Ergonomics is the scientific discipline
concerned with the understanding of
interactions among humans and other
elements of a system, and the profession
that applies theory, principles, data and
methods to design in order to optimise
human well-being and overall system
performance.”
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‘Human factors refer to
environmental, organisational
and job factors, and human and
individual characteristics which
influence behaviour at work in
a way that can affect health
and safety’. (HS(G)48)

Ergonomics:

Memory Test

What do you see?

31
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You are the witness
Which way is the
lady spinning?
Which leg is she
standing on?

33
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Human Factors Hierarchy
• Prevent the error
• Minimise likelihood of error
• Design system so errors can be easily
and quickly detected
• Maximise time available to recover
from error
• Reduce the consequences
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From Avoiding Accidents to
Creating Safety
Through Leadership & Culture

Guiding Principles - 2
2 - Create constancy of purpose
towards improvement of products
and services, with the aim to
become competitive and to stay
in business. Decide to whom top
management is responsible.

Enabling & Supporting

7: Institute clear leadership.
The aim of supervision is to help
people and machines and
gadgets to do a better job.

Theory
ZZ
Quality

Safety

Environment

Management
Leadership

Productivity

Finance

Wellbeing

11: Eliminate work quotas on the
factory floor. Eliminate
management by numbers and
numerical goals.
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Safety Culture Development Map

The Trap in the System

The Trap in the System
5: Improve constantly and forever the
system of production and service,
to improve quality and productivity,
and continuously decrease costs.
Question: Is your system focussed on
Avoiding Accidents or Creating Safety?

Safety Culture Development Map
5: Improve constantly and forever the
system of production and service,
to improve Safety and productivity,
and continuously decrease costs.
Make the safe way easy
The Roscoe-Bizzell Safety Culture Map
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Universal Model of Culture

4: End the practice of awarding business on
the basis of price tag.
Is Safety seen as a cost or an investment?
Whether Quality, Safety or Environment,

If you spend too little then everything
you’ve spent is a waste!

Artefacts as Cultural Clues

Artefacts as Cultural Clues
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Using Cultural Clues

Using Cultural Clues
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Using Cultural Clues

Subliminal Messages

Procedures as a Cultural Clue

The phenomenal power of the human mind
I cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht I
was rdanieg. The phaonmneal pweor of the hmuan
mnid! Aoccdrnig to a rseecherar at Cmabrigde
Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in
a wrod are, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist and
lsat ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The rset can be a taotl
mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm. Tihs is
bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by
istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. Amzanig huh? And you
awlyas thought slpeling was ipmorantt?!
59
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Language as a Cultural Clue
• I’ve been told to tell you …”
• “Ok, just this once but be careful…”
• “Lets clear the safety stuff first …” (&
then get on to the important stuff ?)
• “You must never do this yourselves …”
• “How long will this take?”
• “X but Y” (leaking is subconscious!)

Changing & Embedding

From Safety to Resilience
Via Freud, Hard and Girling

Integrated Leadership & Culture

What’s the problem?
70%
Percentage of
employees
who do not
trust their
managers

6% 20% 30%
The UK has
6% lower
average
engagement
levels than
other large
economies

Percentage
below G7
productivity
levels
(International
comparison of
productivity gap)

Percentage of
employees
actively
engaged
…Dropped to 24%
in a UK 2014
survey

(Kennexa, 2011)
Source: The Macleod Report to UK Government & The Engage for Success Task Force

The Data

Source: University of New
South Wales; Should you
be cruel to be kind?
https://www.businessthink
.unsw.edu.au/Pages/TheRise-of-theCompassionate-Leader-Should-You-Be-Cruel-to-BeKind.aspx

The Science
“The single greatest influence on
profitability and productivity
within an organization… is the
ability of leaders to spend more
time and effort developing and
recognizing their people,
welcoming feedback, including
criticism, and fostering cooperation among staff.”
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Cortisol

Oxytocin

£30 Bn??

9: Break down barriers between
departments.

The Hard Girling Model

Sigmund Freud:
“The Narcissism of Small Differences”

Broadcasting or
Communicating?
Organisational
Vulnerability

Individual
Vulnerability

Should
Appear
Circular

Triple Vulnerability

16:10
W = 25.40
cm
H = 15.88 cm

Beliefs - A Telling Experience

Beliefs – A Selling Experience
New seat belt
video
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Conclusion
• If you & your leadership are, on a daily,
weekly, monthly basis
– Thinking about CREATING RESILIENCE ™
– carrying out subsequent actions
– discussing and reviewing their effectiveness

• Your organisation has a lot more resilience
than most!

Thank You
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